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About This Game

The final episode of the series, "MELTY BLOOD Actress Again Current Code" is now on Steam!

Maximum Combat Freedom

All playable characters comes with 3 separate styles for players to choose from - "Crescent Moon Style", "Full Moon Style" and
"Half Moon Style". Each style exhibits a different behaviour for the selected character, experiment away to discover your own

combat style!

Largest Character Variety in the Series

Today a friend, tomorrow a foe… Some tag-teamed, some got converted to the vampiric side, some just wanted to have a spot
in the promised movie debut. Try your hands at the largest cast number among the series on all the 31 characters (multiplied by

3 styles each!) to find the dream fighter that suits you best!

Deep Lore

A year has passed after the TATARI incident left Misaki Town scarred. However, the nightmare revisits again for the third
time. Every character has a story to tell in the "ARCADE".

Also, users may enjoy pure battle action in "VERSUS", whether is it 1P vs 2P, 1P vs CPU, or just watch CPU vs CPU.
Players may also wish to try out the characters and their individual styles in the "TRAINING" to get a hang of their abilities

before heading to the heat of the battle.
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Online Battle Feature

Players may head over to the "NETWORK MODE" and play against other players over the internet with "RANK MATCH" and
"PLAYER MATCH".

Pit your skill against others in a serious matchup via "RANK MATCH" and watch your rankings grow with each win!
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- Terrible translation with grammatical mistakes everywhere. There's a story and even voice acting, but I didn't care enough to
read what was going on.
- Non-stop chaotic, intense bullet patterns, not fun to play. The only saving grace is that you have a shield, so you don't die in
one hit.
- Bland uninspired levels. Actually, I think it even reused the same level template multiple times.
- Bland uninspired bosses + enemies. Same enemies, same boss (but slightly different looking) every single time.

+ There seems to be a lot to unlock, at least.
I got this for 50 cents and I still feel cheated. Get something else instead unless you're starved for a SHMUP.. Just plain, boring
game. Story, animations, voice acting, everything is just bad. If you want pirate adventure game, play Monkey Island games all
over again! 1\/5. This game has died. Terrible server, and only 1 update from the developer, and it's a damn shame. This game
was going to be great, but the devs simply got lazy with it. https://youtu.be/ced-PMg37MY

The split play field between puzzle solving and zombie shooting is a compelling twist on the formula. If either side where
stronger it would have been something worth checking out.. So far, It's nothing to brag about, the maps isn't so well done as I
hoped, there is no QUESTL OG, to help you track the quest you areon.

It's mostly just derping around and hoping you achieve something anytime soon.. I really adore this game. It's a lot of fun to play
as drone or Overseer. Perfect if you are playing with a few people. The feeling it gives when the overseer picks up a drone that
walks near you is mindwrecking. The last game that gave me that feeling was "Splinter Cell: Pandora Tomorrow" multiplayer
option.

One big exploit though. If you hover your hand over a drone (make sure that the pick up point is on the drone) it will dissapear.
This doesn't happen when you hover it over the other player. So if the drone doesn't dissapear you know that it's the player.
Please try to fix lthis exploit. Too many hidden arbitrary requirements (items, levels...) to beat boss fights. And turn system
sucks really bad. At least the sequel is slightly better, but this one isn't worth the 3 hours it'll take you to reach the final boss,
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which you won't be able to beat unless your tank is at a certain level to get a certain ability that will allow you to outdps his
insane healing. If you don't have it, you'll be stuck in an infinite loop until you run out of MP items, alt+f4 or let yourself get
killed.
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Well i have to be honest here, i like the gameplay B*U*T*

1- The game kept on freezing when i died.
2- The In game menu is not responsive at all.
3- I did find that the game had potential, yet again, it CRASHED 2 times.
4- I got stuck 3 times in the zombie level for no reason at all, i couldnt move, it happened when i was using both trackpad and
teleport...
5- A lot of places are glitchy and flickering...
6- Enemies walk into crates and boxes, not cool...

I would have to give it a thumbs down coz in my opinion it needs a lot of ammendements:

1- Fine tuning in terms of graphics (no glitches or flickering)
2- Enemy spawning points to be reworked and placed in better areas of the map (because i could see them appear out of
nowhere)
3- Fix the Freeze when u die.
4- Fix the unresponsive main menu, when u restart the game. (the game died on me, i shut it down, restarted my pc, re launched
the game, the menu wasnt responsive at all.)
5- Create a wider variety in enemies
6- Less flickering in the world elements would be good as well.

When this game is BUG FREE and more fine tuned than and only than its worth the price...

Sorry but its not worth it, at least not now...
. very nice graphic design. good game.. This game seriously needs a reboot. Sadly, the community overlooked this multiplayer
gem! It is a game that quite honestly simulates a Godzilla attack where one person plays the rampaging beast and every other
player does their best to stop it! The players have opportunities to access other vehicles and such weaponry while the beast can
upgrade their attacks.

I had the fortunate event of playing it in its true form with a group of friends, but it did not last long as there are obviously better
games out there, but with the right delivery this can really stand above the ashes as a phoenix worth documenting. Please bring it
back!. Very impressed! a lot of love went into this visual extravaganza!. I like this game. It is way better than the previous
efforts.
Graphics are miles better.
The bike setup makes a REAL difference now.
I have mastered the rear brake which does take some time, but is well worth it!
That do or die into the last corner makes me smile :)

A little time for a patch and I'm sure this will be even better!

*UPDATE*
I've learnt that the bike set up is crucial.
I have really dropped laptimes by looking at what I want the bike to do then using the engineer to advise and alter the bike.
Total improvement from previous Motogps!!!. This is a company that is totally inept in understanding what goes in a dlc.. inb4
all the "WITNESS ME", "mediocre", "SHINY AND CHROME", "something-something VALHALLA" reviews.

As for the movie, it's good. I've only watched Mad Max movie series last month for the first time (in chronological order, mind
you), but this one was hands down the most entertaining, not to belittle previous ones. The first Mad Max was so-so, though
(crucify me).

This product is made of 80% genuine stunts and props!*
*the other 20% is CGI.
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